l .Introduction : The improvement in microstructure fabrication allows to study the exciton behaviour in single quantum well wires (SQWWs) as a function of lateral dimension. The techniques widely used to define QWWs (electron-beam lithography or optical holography followed by dry etching)
give ID-structures that show, along the lateral dimension, perfect confinement of the exciton and large dead-layer effect (I). h the present paper we study the local field effects due to the grating periodicity in rather large QWWs . This study is performed comparing optical response in a SQWW and in a grating of QWWs. In Section 2 the exciton properties in a SQWW of GaASIGaAlAs are discussed in the framework of two band model and perfect confinement of the exciton. In Section 3 optical response of a single QWW and of a grating of QWW are computed and the local field effects for these two superstructures are briefly discussed. Conclusions are given in Section 4.
2.Exciton p r o p e r t i e s in a SQWW: Let us consider a SQWW where y is the axis of symmetry of the wire and L, <aB is the dimension along the growth axis, while L, > 3aB is the lateral dimension, and ag is the Bohr radius. Modelling the Wannier exciton as perfectly confined along x-axis, and neglecting the contribution of the center-of-mass motion along y-axis , the exciton Hamiltonian (with h=l) is:
where p and M are respectively the reduced and the total exciton masses and V,(+) and Vh(zh) are the confinement potentials for electron and hole, along z-axis. A well suited trial envelope function for an exciton in a SQWW is: @ex(r,X,Z)= Nmnl Qrn(x,X) Rn(ze,zh) @l(r) $l(r;a), and 1/P the exciton dead-layer that appears in the confinement function Q,(x,X;P) (21, we proceed in two steps. The fist step consists in the minimization of the Hamiltonian matrix element, =minimum .
(3)
as a function of variational parameter P taking a=llaB =constant . Note that the integrand is very similar to that used in the single quantum well (SQW) (3) except for the weight-function w ( z ) = J~z I R~( z , z )~~ not present in that case. Moreover, integrating the mamx element of eq.(3) on the z-relative coordinate, we obtain a 2D-averaged Coulomb potential (4).
The second step consists in the minimization of the total exciton Hamiltonian as function of a-
where w(x,P) is w ( x , P ) =~~x I Q , ( x , x ; P )~~. The general minimum is obtained by a self-consistent procedure. The convergence of the process is usually very fast and the minimum is reached after a few cycles of computation. The exciton dipole moment in S WW per unit of length is:
fo/Ly= pcv Nmnl I 7 dXdZ Q,(x=O,X) Rn(z=O,Z) $l(r=O)l . Note that we will use in the calculation an unrealistically low r-value (=0.03meV) in order to point out rather small effects in the theoretical spectra.
The reflectivity for S-polarized light is shown in fig.2a for incident angle: +,=300. This result is obtained normalizing the data in a small angle around the reflection condition. The two peaks are due to the exciton center-of-mass quantization (n=l and n=3) along the x-axis in the wire . In fig.2b we compute for the same system the reflectivity with reflection angle different from the incident one, namely: w/c sin($J=w/c sin(+,)+2~/(1OL,). The intensity of the peaks decreases respect to the reflection condition +F+,, in fact, the term 2d(lOLJ is of the same order of magnitude than the light impulse. Moreover, reflection peaks at exciton energies n=1,2 for qx+2n/(10Lx) shows different intensity values (see fig.2b where R+ is the solid line, R dashed line and R+>R). In fig. 3a is shown the reflectivity (G=O) for qx=o/c sin(+,) , where $,=30° is the incident angle, and for two different distances between adjacent wires, namely : d=5000A and d=1600A. Obviously, in the limit d->OO the intensity of the peaks decreases and it could converge to the static bulk reflectivity for a single spot G and to the SQWW reflectivity of fig.2a if integrated on the choosen small angle . In fig.3b is computed the reflectivity for impulse parallel to the surface respectively: qx=w/c sin(+,) + G .
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Note that in this case we obtain a response qualitatively different from the case G+, in fact, due to different selection rules for reflection and out of reflection cases, also odd states (n=2) appears in the spectra. Moreover, for asymmetric conditions (9, a) there is a strong redistribution of the intensities among the exciton peaks (n=1,2,3) and reflectivities are: R,.<R. 
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4.Conclusions:
In conclusion, we present a framework for computing optical response in Q W s in all the range of lateral dimensions. Preliminary results seem to allow a compared study of the local field effects on the optical response from SQWW to the periodic grating in QWWs with rather large lateral dimension.
